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KEENELAND, FALL 2016 MEET 
DAY 2: Saturday, October 8 
 
RACE ONE: 
I’ll give a half-hearted nod to CINDER in Saturday’s opener, a 
$50K conditioned claiming heat that came up soft. She hooked a 
tough field in her latest start at Kentucky Downs, a race in 
which she wore blinkers for the first time, showed speed and 
quit over an atypical turf course. She hung in the drive in her 
last main track start, albeit over a sloppy, sealed racetrack; 
improvement expected second off the shelf. DIVINE ELEGANCE 
lacked a winning bid in her last start off a layoff and returns to 
the races off a two-month freshening in this spot. She catches a 
weak field here, however and creeps in for a tag for the first 
time. MA’AM was on the wrong end of a photo finish for the win 
two starts back facing similar company routing at Churchill. 
Turns back to a sprint here and returns off a four-month layoff; 
start away from best effort. HEARTBREAK HILL is bred to like 
the surface change and is eligible for improvement. 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-7-3-4 
 
 
RACE TWO: 
CAROLINA COURAGE wasn’t a factor at Kentucky Downs over 
an undulating course she may not have cared for, and she didn’t 
run poorly in her career debut at Saratoga over a sloppy, sealed 
main track. Like the turn back to seven furlongs, and Correas’ 
horses ran well here this Spring; loving 12-1 morning line. 
SUGARSUGARSUGAR overcame an awkward start and was only 
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beaten three and a half lengths in her debut over a synthetic 
surface in Chicago. She’s bred top and bottom the relish the 
surface change to dirt. MARCY DARCY hails from the barn of 
Steve Asmussen, whose charges are well-prepared and 
dangerous first time out of the box. DANCE PROPOSAL sports a 
sharp local work tab; wide post isn’t detrimental coming out of 
the chute. 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-3-2-9 
 
 
RACE THREE: 
The third on the card is a competitive second-tier 
allowance/optional claiming event going nine furlongs on the 
main track. WHATEVERYBODYWANTS is one of three stakes 
winners in this compact field, and he returns to the allowance 
ranks off three solid efforts facing the likes of Cupid and Texas 
Chrome in graded stakes affairs. Bay colt should get a good trip 
stalking the pace and gets in light with the 10-pound bug Katie 
Clawson named to ride. GEOTHERMAL has back class and was 
beaten only 3 1/4 lengths last out on grass—not his preferred 
surface—in an 11-horse field. He has a license to improve in his 
second start off a lengthy layoff and will appreciate the surface 
change to dirt. COWBOY RHYTHM broke his maiden in 
impressive fashion at Keeneland last Fall and is another who 
returns to the allowance ranks off a graded stakes try. He was a 
bit rank in his last start and figures to be an early pace factor 
here, along with the horse just to his outside, ABRAHAM; 7-2 on 
the morning line. ABRAHAM put forth a game effort pressing 
the pace vs. similar rivals in his latest race at Churchill Downs, 
which came over a racetrack that was favoring closers. Likely 
pacesetter has won 50 percent of his starts lifetime at this mile 
and an eighth trip. 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-7-2-3 
 
 
RACE FOUR: 
The chestnut filly CLEARLY CLAIRE was an also-eligible in an 
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opening day maiden allowance race going a mile and a 
sixteenth, but looks formidable in this spot turning back slightly 
in distance. Well-bred Candy Ride filly ($220K yearling) was no 
match for eventual stakes winner Daddys Lil Darling in her 
career debut at Ellis Park, but she followed up that effort with a 
good front-end try over a demanding course at Kentucky 
Downs. Turf-to-dirt angle and rider switch to Luis Saez noted. 
TORRENT was the beaten favorite at Saratoga back in August, a 
race in which she stalked a rapid pace and came up empty in the 
drive after brushing the starting gate at the break. Figures to be 
on or near the lead coming out of the one-hole and has been 
freshened since her summer in New York. DREAMCALL is a 
tantalizing 10-1 on the morning line for trainer Steve 
Asmussen, whose first-time starters always merit 
consideration. She figures to break running; more interested as 
the price increases. CHAMPAGNE PROBLEMS bulled her way 
through traffic in the mud in Louisville, but was still a one-paced 
third at 12-1 despite getting quick splits in front of her on which 
to close; useful in exotics. 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-1-2-8 
 
 
RACE FIVE— 
THE WOODFORD PRESENTED BY KEENELAND SELECT (G3): 
When you’re a closer in a speed-laden sprint, the complexion of 
the race from a pace standpoint is always favorable. That said, 
UNDRAFTED, who loves the Keeneland weeds, rates the edge in 
this five and a half furlong turf dash. Veteran gelding flew home 
under Joe Bravo to win the Shakertown (G2) at Keeneland in 
the spring, a race that certainly set-up his late run as the 
opening quarter was timed in an incredible :20 3/5. Doubt 
they’ll go that quick here, but the pace should be fast enough to 
set up his late kick; gets up in the shadow of the wire. The 
tactical speedster HOGY is coming off a game effort in the 
Kentucky Downs Turf Sprint and is eligible to move forward off 
that effort making just his third start since July 22. Latest 
three-furlong breeze in :35 3/5 should have him on his toes, and 
his barn is hitting at a 26 percent strike rate for the year. Only 
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concern is his local turf record; 10-1 morning line. MONGOLIAN 
SATURDAY’s last trip to the winner’s circle came after a 
victorious run over this turf course in last year’s Breeder’s Cup 
Turf Sprint (G1) at odds of nearly 16-1. Won’t be that kind of 
price here, and he will be making his first North American start 
off a quartet of races in Hong Kong and England. Bay gelding is 
cat-like quick, can rate if need be and sports a sharp recent 
work tab at Arlington. Has faltered in his past two starts off 
layoffs, however. Thinking he’s a start away from his best effort. 
MOSLER tends to run well in stakes races, but has had trouble 
stringing winning efforts together; may want to go farther than 
five and a half panels. 
 
SELECTIONS: 9-7-12-11 
 
 
RACE SIX— 
THE THOROUGHBRED CLUB OF AMERICA (G2): 
The fleet-footed STONETASTIC is a deserved morning-line 
favorite (6-5) but I, admittedly, have a soft spot in my heart for 
FIORETTI, a mare who has come through for me at the windows 
at big odds in the past, including a gutsy win in this race last 
year at 17-1. She should get a dream trip stalking a hot early 
pace carved out by STONETASTIC with BENDABLE pressing 
and is at her best under Sophie Doyle. She’s quick enough to sit 
off a :44 flat half mile and finish; always playable odds. 
STONETASTIC dismantled her opposition in her latest outing, 
facing a competitive five-horse field at Monmouth at 40 cents on 
the dollar. She put up eye-catching splits of :21 3/5, :43 3/5, :55 
3/5 and 1:08 1/5 and won going away in hand. Negatives 
include her zero-for-two local record and the fact she’s lost five 
of her past six starts off layoffs; hoping she’s a bit too fresh (:46 
4/5 bullet work noted) and stubs her toe at short odds. The 
Chicago-based SARAH SIS is a perfect two-for-two at Keeneland 
and has a Grade 2 stakes win under her belt in Lexington. She 
figures to be relegated to a stalking trip, as she doesn’t look to be 
as quick as STONETASTIC and BENDABLE, which is a good 
thing as she’s won’t getting cooked by anticipated rapid 
fractions. Her last two wins have been on synthetic and her 
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recent dirt form is sketchy, but the race shape is favorable for 
her running style. West Coast invader BENDABLE is a fast filly 
with a lot of upside, but she has pressed sub :45 fractions 
hooking lesser company and will have to tangle with the faster 
STONETASTIC if those tactics are employed here. Looks primed 
for a big effort (:46 4/5 bullet work) but gets the acid test in her 
first start outside of California. 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-2-4-5 
 
 
RACE SEVEN— 
THE FIRST LADY (G1): 
It’s hard to believe the presence of TEPIN—the best turf miler in 
the country of either sex—didn’t scare away her competition, 
but nine other rivals will try to beat her in this year’s renewal of 
the First Lady, a race she won last year by seven widening 
lengths. Five-year-old daughter of Bernstein beat males in her 
past two starts over turf with some cut in the ground, and she’s 
better over firm going which she will get in Lexington on 
Saturday. She’s a perfect three-for-three over the local course 
and has won seven-of-eight turf starts lifetime going a flat mile 
on grass; the juggernaut. Like the fact that Billy Mott stopped on 
CELESTINE after her big win in the Just A Game (G1) this 
summer at Belmont, as she stalked a fast pace and won by 
daylight covering a mile in a swift 1:31 3/5. Loves a mile on the 
grass and responds to Junior Alvarado’s handling; formidable 
adversary. The gray filly ONUS steps up in class off a stakes win 
in Maryland last out, but she was only beaten two and a quarter 
lengths for all of it in the Diana (G1) three starts back at 
Saratoga; she’s run well in the past turning back in distance. 
The English raider NEMORALIA probably will want softer 
ground than she will get on Saturday, but she was only length 
and a quarter off the win in the prestigious Coronation Stakes 
(G1) at Ascot back in June; respect Noseda’s outfit. 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-8-9-5 
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RACE EIGHT— 
THE CLAIBORNE BREEDER’S FUTURITY (G1): 
At 4-1 on the morning line, GUNNEVERA looks playable in this 
two-turn affair for juveniles. Dialed In colt out of an Unbridled 
mare is bred top and bottom to love the added distance in this 
spot and is coming off a 9-1 score in the Saratoga Special (G2) 
back in August. Florida invader has been freshened up since and 
sports a razor sharp work tab in Miami during his time away 
from the races. Likely favorite CLASSIC EMPIRE has ability but 
also tends to have problems at the gate. He wheeled and pitched 
Irad Ortiz at the start of the Hopeful (G1), ducked in in the start 
before that and broke slow in his career debut. Connections are 
hoping the addition of blinkers will do the trick today; is 
undefeated with Leparoux in the boot; wide draw a negative. 
BITUMEN is another with a two-turn pedigree (by Mineshaft out 
of a Tale of the Cat mare) trying a route of ground for the first 
time. Was flat in the Hopeful (G1) in his last start but won the 
Sanford (G3) at the Spa two back in 1:10 3/5; threat on the 
stretch-out. HOLIDAY BONUS put forth a big effort in his first 
start vs. winners in the $103K Sapling in his last start at 
Monmouth. He gets first-Lasix and blinkers today for Graham 
Motion. 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-11-1-7 
 
 
RACE NINE— 
THE SHADWELL TURF MILE (G1): 
IRONICUS gets a marginal edge in this deep Grade 1 stakes, the 
most competitive off all the stakes races during Fall Stars 
Weekend. Ultra-consistent gray fires from off the pace every 
time (12-of-13 in the money lifetime), and he was only a length 
and three-quarters off the best turf horse in this country (if not 
the world) in Flintshire in the Manhattan (G1) at Belmont back 
in June. His last three starts at a mile are sharp; looks 
dangerous on the turn back. The veteran campaigner GRAND 
ARCH has won this race before and loves the Keeneland turf. 
He’s capable off a winning effort off the shelf and gets regular 
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rider Luis Saez; horse for course. Arlington Million (G1) victor 
MONDIALISTE (IRE) has run some huge races in the past when 
turning back in distance, and will turn back from a mile and a 
quarter heat in this spot. He was two and a quarter lengths off 
Tepin in last year’s Breeder’s Cup Mile (G1) over this turf 
course, and may have beat her with a cleaner trip He generally 
seems to get good at this time of year; lots of positives. The 
classy TOURIST sports a versatile running style and has nailed 
down four of nine starts lifetime going a mile on grass and he 
has been competing exclusively in Grade 1 company since last 
Fall; ignore at your own peril. 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-5-4-10 
 
 
RACE TEN: 
COMMANDEERING acted like a horse that wants more distance 
in his career debut in New York, when he ran greenly breaking 
from the one-hole, yet rallied to be fourth of 10, beaten 3 1/2 
lengths at low odds. His price will be chalky again today; player 
scraping paint. BORSA VENTO hooks a couple of others that 
appear to have a quicker early lick than he does, thus he figures 
to stalk the pace in this spot—a good thing. Improving son of 
Uncle Mo hooked eventual stakes winner Practical Joke his his 
career debut and finished well in his last start at Saratoga. 
SOUPER CATCH was beaten at odd-ons in the mud at Churchill 
in his last start, but has never been worse than third in a pair of 
live maiden allowance races at Saratoga and Churchill 
respectively; further improvement expected. Trainer Neil 
Howard typically likes to race his horses into shape, and GUEST 
SUITE finished well at Ellis Park in his debut going five and a 
half furlongs; wide post draw a concern. 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-4-8-11 
  
 


